
#IAMACHAMPION

bit.ly/2s18uOV bit.ly/2rYtKVw bit.ly/2PdCm2Q

Think, Feel & Perform
A champion goes beyond. Beyond expectations, 
beyond their limits. Through the journey of 
Lesley, GB boxer, who became a EU Gold 
medallist on first entry, and with Els's corporate and 
boxing coach experience help you to start 
building your champion's mindset; How to perform 
and succeed as a leader and a team of 
champions. 

It's a 50-60 minutes interactive seminar that has 
participants on their feet thinking and moving like 
a boxing champion.

Key Takeaways

• Confidence: Understanding how to find your 
foundations, working with your own strengths

• Focus: How to show up (presence), be in the 
present moment and read your opponent.

• Performance: How to keep your performance up 
like a champion. How to commit and execute to 
your plans in the right environment. 

• Connecting: Being a team of champions: know 
the importance of a team, effective 
communication and how to grow your network to 
progress in your success. 

Who we are 
Lesley Sackey: Former GB boxer and gold medallist 
and Els Kolster: ex-Googler, Boxing coach & 
Corporate athlete, created a seminar and a social 
movement called I AM A CHAMPION. To help anyone 
to think, feel and perform like a champion by using 
the tools that Lesley has learned in the boxing ring 
and Els’ experiences in the corporate world. How to 
build a champion’s mindset and create winning 
results at work and beyond. 

“WEBOX were main speakers and hosted 
an amazing session at the BT Sport 
Studios. The energy that Els and Lesley 
brought to the room was incredible. Our 
audience of 200 people left feeling 
energised and confident with the mental 
attitude of a champion. The interactivity 
within the audience encouraged people 
to share personal stories, this was a 
special touch.”

Charlie Sizer, BT Sport
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www.weboxworkshops.com
hello@weboxworkshops.com

+44 (0) 7584205371

Who we worked with:  ITV| SKY| BT Sports| Standard Chartered| Facebook | Barclays |Hotel Café Royal |CHUBB | Women in Sport   
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